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US SCSI companies increase European dominance
US-owned companies continue t
domination in the supply of software ☂
and computing services to the i
European market. IBM's
revenues. which exclude operating
software and hardware
maintenance, grew by an impressive
25% in 1993 to over 3 billion ECU. »
IBM is a Top Five SCSI supplier in 2'
every one of the countries of Europe,

whereas CGS/debis Systemhaus
only appeared in the Top Five in four :
countries. IBM☂s SCSI revenues 3'
were over twice the revenues of the
#2 - CGS. Indeed many of the largest
European owned suppliers
668 and Finsiel - had lack-lustre '
performance in 1993 compared with
significant growth from US-owned
suppliers.
The US dominance of Europe is

1993 uroean if [Revenues
m

likely to increase in 1994. IBM
took control of CGI in June 94,
EDS has acquired several
leading European players -
like Apiron (Sweden),
Eurosept (France) and
Systems & Management
(Italy) as well as securing
several major outsourcing
contracts in the UK. Outside
the Top Ten, improvements in
rankings are expected from
Oracle, ComputerAssociates

and CSC.
Higher rankings are also
expected in 1994 from Sema
(after the acquisition of SKD-
Féretagen of Sweden) and
SAP.
The UK is represented by only
seven entries in the Top 50 -
the highest being Gray at #22,
followed by ACT (#24) and
Logica (#28). There currently
is little evidence to suggest
that UK companies will
improve on their rankings in
1994.

There are many who would
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Denmark

rd ICL s a UK company - certainly it is UK-
' ' " ' ' managed. ICL increased its

European SCSI revenues by 22% to
£610m in 1993. ICL earns around
70% of its SCSI revenue in the UK
where growth was much higher
(+30%) than in the remainder of
Europe.
The Netherlands had a particularly
strong showing with BSD/Origin,
FIAET, Getronics, NVRCC and
Philips all in the Top 50.
But overall there is depressing
evidence that local SCSI companies,
particularly in the smaller European
countries, are losing market share
to international (in particular US)

. companies.
' The UK has a particularly strong
3 showing in the profits league tables.

Indeed, 11 out of Europe's Top 20
most profitable SCSI
companies are UK-owned.

Unfortunately, recent profit

forecasts for ACT and Micro
Focus both indicate profit
reductions this year.
Also UK companies have
taken over fromthe French at
the top of the mergers and
acquisitions league. This was
particularly helped by
purchases by Pearson and
Reuters of US home software
companies. Recent
acquisitions - like the
purchase of Saari by Sage
(p10) - would tend to indicate

' that this is at least one area
where the UK is likely to retain

' its pole position.
As the UK emerges from
recession faster than most
European countries, astute

purchases could just point the
way to a stronger UK
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(Unisys continues move to services ☁
Although total revenues declined marginally in Q3.
"revenues from information services, our strongest

business, grew by23% in the quarter and 22% over the
past 9 months"said James Unruh, ChaimEn of Unisys.
☜Information services is nawaur largest business revenue
stream with 25% of total revenues'(i.e. about $1.6 billion
in a full year). Source - Financial Times 13th 0:194.

In the UK, Unisys has recruited over 300 consultants from
the likes of Coopers & Lybrand. Ernst & Young etc. "to try

to establish itself as a dominant player☝.
DEC Consulting made similar claims a few years back
and it all ended in tears. "A hardware manufacturerand a
services provider are fundamentally different... You have
to choose what you want to be☝ commented Duncan
Aitchison Of Hoskyns. Source - MicruScopa 19th Oct. 94.

You may recall that last month Unisys was awarded a
\Iarge outsourcing contract by the Co-Operative Bank. J

SpinOff....
We must pull the shutters down on the sad but predictable
EIT story one day. But this month we heard of SpinOft
Ltd. Readers may remember Jennifer Sanchez of
Decisionware which was acquired by EITin June 91 for
£100k (plus an unbelievable profit related £1.6m
earnout...which in the event was exactly that). EIT went
into administrative receivership in early 1993.

Every offerthat Sanchez and herteam made to buy back
Decisionware was refused - probably because it was about
the only profitable bit left. Anyway they managed to buy
the business and products (but not the name) in Mar. 94
and hence SpinOff.
SpinOff, currently with 6 staff, continues to sell Dynamo.
But it is DynaTerm which is the most interesting product
to readers. This provides a Windows "look & feel" to
existing AS400, Unix and VMS applications.
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Micro Focus move to consultancy
Micro Focus has reported 03 (Le. to 31st Oct. 94) results
showing revenues 20% higher at £19.5m and profits, like.
last time. around breakeven. Encouragingly, most of the
revenue increase came from client server product sales.
Our now oft repeated prediction that software products
have gone ex-growth and such companies should turn
themselves into specialist IT consultancies has caused
more heated debate than many of our pronouncements
(and that really is saying somethingl).
As part of the recovery initiative announced after the recent
profits slump, Micro Focus decided to expand its
consultancy services to "assist customers to implement
distributed networkapp/ications". Chairman Paul O☂Grady
is currently particularly encouraged with the success of
this initiative.
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Computer Associates UK accounts for the year to atst
Mar. 94 show revenues down 3% at £68.6m but PBT up
65% at £11 .8m. The UK revenues will be further boosted
after the acquisition of ASK Group Ltd. and Data3 Europe
in June 94.
Holistic Systems has had a superb year, increasing
revenues by 46% to £8.9m and PST by 75% to £1.1m in
the year to 31st Mar 944 £4.2m of that is earned outside
the UK with subsidiaries in Australia, Singapore and the
US. They are a private company specialising in EIS and
D88 systems around their open system based HOLOS
products The balance sheet is particularly strong showing
net assets of £1.8m.
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Leeds-based Holdene Group plc provides maintenance,
thraining and FM (predominately at the PC level). After
several years of losses. a modest PBT of £10K was
reported on revenues up 17% at £16.4m in the year to
31 st Mar. 94.

GSl UK - part of the c£420m p.a. French SCSI company
- doubled UK revenues to £13.6m in 1993 due to two major
new FM contracts. PBT, however, dived from £329K to
just £27K.
Brian Mills' Abtex increased revenues by 35% to £22.4m
but PBT reduced marginally to a still very respectable
£811K in the year to 31st Dec. 93. Shareholders equity
was up 34% at £1.57m
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Cedardata - credit where credit's due
It feels sometimes that every new issue in the last two
years can be categorised as either:
- all froth and no trading record

- good trading record followed by profits warning once
the float is out of the way.
There are fortunately a very small number of exceptions...
like Cedardata.

Eleven year old Cedardata has developed an Oracle-

based commercial and nancial accounting system ♥ cfacs.

lts nancial record has been both excellent and consistent,

with £2.7m PBT on revenues of 26.1 m (is. a profit margin
of 44%) made in the year to 315t Mar. 94.

Cedardata was floated in Mar. 94 at 105p valuing the

company at £32m. Given recent disappointments from
other new issues, we awaited Cedardata☂s maiden results
with some trepidation. We need not have worried. in the
six months to 30th Sept. 94, revenues increased by 43%
to £3.73m, PET was up 34% at £1.34m and EPS
advanced by 22%. The performance was ahead of
expectations. The slip in margin (but toa still enviable
36%) was due to a contract with Atomic Weapons
Establishment "which necessitated the supply of low
margin hardware in addition to cfacs software☝. The
underlying figures were even better. Cedardata's old
bureau services continue to decline, but revenues from
new cfacs licenses were up over 50% in the period. Cash
has increased by £1.1mto £3.8m in the six months.

Cedardata is currently developing a GUI for the product

due for release in mid 1995. We stress again that
Cedardata does not capitalise R&D.
Cedardata "views the future with confidence☝with seven
more new contracts in the last few months. Analysts are
currently forecasting PBT of £3.45m for the full year. It
therefore seem a little unfairthat the share price at 102p
is slightly down from the 105p issue price. This infers a
quite mod   
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Comdex in the Fall
In over 60 issues, we have never had an article written by

☜an outsider". Nell Pearce, whose involvement in our
industry should need no introduction, went to Comdex in
November. He was surprised how many System House
subscribers he bumped into, so we guess his comments

on the show might be of interest to many readers.
Evary year, the biggest computer showin the world, Comdox/
Fall, takes place in - where else - Las Vegas.

The show itself was, as usual, vast and very crowded taking
a full three days to go around. It attracted 200,000 visitors
from all around the world, of which nearly 30% were from
outside the USA. This year, out of2, 150 stands, there were
fewer than usual from software producers and far is war vertical
market packages exhibited. This may be a re ection of the
impact Windows 95 will have and next year☂s showcould well
see a resurgence of software of products.
Hardware was characterised by the usual faster, smaller and
cheaper syndrome. There was little real innovation apparent,
more consolidation. This was especially true in the multi-madia
hall where the availability of a chipset to support full screen,

lull motion video meant that there was a plethora of products
being demonstrated. Some of the well known manufacturers
were showing their versions at a retail price of around $995.
Other less well known ones had similar products for around

$595. However, around the comarl foundan excellentproduct
based on the same chipsat, only said OEM, but at around
$150 (which would equate to a street price of about $295).
The one hardware trend that does appear useful is the
appearance of multi-use products which are designed to use
less deskspace. Typicalproducts are those that combine fax,
printer, copier and scanner in a single box. There were some
quite spectacularLCD displays on show None ofyour 640x480

displays, these were 800x600 and even 1024x768 on 9.4"
and 104' L005! However, no♥one was giving sitherpn'cing or
availability.
On the software side, some trends were appearing which could
well make systems more friendly in the future. Within the next
year, you should be able to have an E-Mall system onyour
PC which will enable you to mail people without having to
know all about the LAN E♥Mail, lntamat, Compusarve, X-400

or whatever. You simply give the address and the E-Mal/
system sorts out what system to use to deliver it and the
appropriate format. .
With the current versionof Windows andhardware standards,

it can be great fun (I) adding new components to your PC.
Several companies were showing their self-help software
which, it is claimed, would sort out many conflicts and even
missing software components.
Several companies were demonstrating systems based on

maps. Nearly all of these used software from Next Ba59 which
was recently acquired by Microsoft (sea p7). Talking of Big
Brother, following their acquisition of intuit, Microsoft
announced last week that they had agreed with Visa

International to develop a standard method of transmission of

electronic bank card transactions across public and private

networks worldwide.
Sales ofsoftware on CD~ROMs increasedby ovar400% from

1993 and were over $140m in the USA in 02. Some 88% of

such sales are still to the home user with the largest sales

being reference and games at about 10% each.

The other very recent change to Comdex has been to allow
some exhibitors to sell off the stand it was easy to spot those
stands selling product since they all had large crowds around
them. Mind you, it may also have been due to the fact that
many of them were selling soft porn CD-ROMs and some of

them even had the models themselves on the stands. Well

the show was in Las Vegas!
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Microsoft In first UK acquisition
☜Microsoft is afterour business when we go banking with
its Intuit acquisition; now it wants to make money out of
us when we are on the road☝. So started the
Computergram (2nd Nov. 94) news item on Microsoft's
acquisition of UK NextBase Ltd. The NextBase products,
Automap, AutoRoute and MapBase of which over 400.000
copies have already been sold. will become part of the
ever growing MS Horne range and is expected to form
the basis of its personal navigation system codenamed
Marvel. NextBase had revenues of around £7m. No
consideration was given. Broadview acted for NextBase
shareholders.

Readers should reread our articles loosely based on the
theme "growth in the corporate IT market is dead, long
live the consumer".

  

-_ , en ealngs recomm. nae, . - -v
Further period of insecurity atEnterprise
Poor old Enterprise will have a nail-biting time up to
Christmas. Their overdrafts with Barclays ( £3.5m) and
R808 (£1.5m) were due for renewal on 31st Oct. 94.
Enterprise had offered property and their 25% stake in
SFiL. which they claim is worth £2.5m. as security. The

banks were a little unsure about this. but have extended

the facilities until 31 st Dec. in order to do more "due
diligence☝. Enterprise☂s move from mainframe to client
server systems was said to be taking longer than
expected. Enterprise shares, although up 10% this month
at 2.75p are down over 90% this year.

Kalamazoo pays 6x revenue for WIS
Kalamazoo (see p10) has paid one of the highest prices
we have come across this year for WIS. Cardiff-based
WIS "designs computer systems for companies engaged
in manufacturing and distribution using its Oracle-based
WIS-ANSWER product". In the year to 31st Mar. 94,
WIS had revenues of just £979K and PET of £127K. So
the initial consideration of £1 .78m (£1 .5m in cash, rest in
shares) looks high in its own right. But Kalamazoo is
paying a further £4m if WIS trebles revenues in the next
three years. This price will get many excited - particularly
as Kalamazoo said it has £20m to spend on acquisitions.

ICL sells to CA
Computer Associates (CA) has acquired ICL's Open
Systems Management Centre. together with its associated
software products such as Team Distributor. 23 ICL staff
will transfer in a deal said to be worth ☜more than $6m".
Source - Computer Weekly 24th Nov. 94.

ICL already has close ties with CA via CA☁Unicenter (into
which the purchases will fit). Negotiations are taking place
with CA over ICL☂s TeamOffice software.
ICL said the ☜move is part of its retrenchment from
development towards integration and provision of third
party offerings☝. Source - Computergram 22nd Nov. 94.
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The Others..CMG, which has declared its intention to
float next year. has acquired the software business of
Radcliffe Associates with their FSS client and policy
administration system for financial services providers. As
Redcliffe had revenues of <£1m, one would guess that
the consideration was <£1m too. After CMG☂s many
acquisitions. we were surprised to learn that this was their
first in the UK. MicroAge has taken a 25% stake in one of
its UK resellers - Genisys. ☜One of the UK☂s oldest afl-
the-shelfPC sellers, Oubié, admitted that it was in financial
trouble☝. Source - MicroScope 9th Nov. 94. Virgin Interactive
Entertainment has acquired the multimedia software
activities of US Media Vision which had been in Chapter
11. Kewill Systems has sold the freehold of one of its
properties for £1 .3m - £300K more than the book value.
FH Brown Business Equipment has acquired Fairhurst
Instruments which operates Applecentres in Manchester
and Wilmslow. UK Select Appointments has bought a
49% stake in Japan☁s Niscom Services which specialises
in IT staff . Select paid £3.3m forthe stake. Data Sciences
as acquired the GIS division of Midsummer Computing.
Staff will be relocated to Farnborough. No consideration
was given. Pegasus is to spend £1 .75m building a new
HQ in Kettering "bringing all employees under one roof
for the rst time in many years". Pegasus has also paid
an initial £90K for the rights to a Windows-based contact
and sales information management system developed by
Omega Computers of Hampshire. Alphameric, whose
recovery under Alan Benjamin we greatly admire. has
acquired the remainder of Alphaserv (previously the
Ambrose Consultancy) for £2.75m to be satisfied by the
issue of 6.88m shares. 2.66m will be placed at 37.5p plus
a further 3.59m to raise £890K additional working cash.
Kode has sold its loss-making TPM subsidiary - DCM - to
Tellus Holdings for £1 .5m (Kode paid £3.2m for it in July
92). Kode warned that it was likely to pass on payment of
a dividend this year.
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Division to raise £9.6m
☜Serious☝virtual reality software developer. Division, has

been the best performer of any of the new issues.
Launched in May 93 at 40p. the shares ended Nov. 94
three times higher at 128p. And that was after a 3:for:10
rights issue at 100p to raise £9.6m for marketing and R&D.
Division said it expected losses of £1.44m (£503K) on
revenues of £5.27m (£2.08m) for the year to 31 st Oct. 94
- which is in line with expectations.
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When we reviewed ACT Group's
interim results a year ago, brokersA

were forecasting PBT of over£35m

160p - oft from its 187p high in
1993. ACT had just completed its purchase ot BIS tor

£93.5m - the last (as it was to turn out) at a string ot

acquisitions which had included Kindle and NMW. At that

time, Chairman Roger Foster described the slow down in

organic growth as ☜a blip" and said that ACT was in a

position ☜to deliver long term consistent growth". As readers

will know, we were not so sure -forecasting that ☜ACTcouId

sufler the same fate as Misys in 1990/91" when a slow

down in the UK market coupled with enforced product

redevelopment caused the share price to tall which, in turn,

meant that acquisition activity had to cease.

The analogy was uncannin correct. In June 94ACT put

out a warning that ☜the current year☂s trading will be

adversely affected, principally in the UK, by the restructuring

of the financial products division and the significantly

increased expenditure on newproduct development☝. The
share price tell to under 100p.
ACT has been through more metamorphoses than most

SCSI companies. It started as a bureau, thenchanged into

the Apricot PC hardware manufacturer, then back into a

broadly based SCSI company. It is now disposing ol
everything which is not related to nancial services. Already
this yearACT Cablestream (£5m), Brann Direct Marketing

(£8.15m), ACT Computer Support & Network Si (£14.5m),
ACT Business Systems & BIS Training (£8.3m) and ACT
Sigmex (closed) have gone. That just leaves ACT Medisys
(operating protits ot £390K on revenues of £4.6m in six
months to 30th Sept. 94), ACT Managed Services (the FM
business of BIS Perthcrest with around 28m p.a. revenues
but only "breakeven☂t and ACT Signex BV. Although

disposals have raised significant cash - in part needed to
pay the £25m deterred consideration to Nynex tor BIS -
they have caused a £8.8m loss on disposal, alter
accounting for goodwill, in the latest interim accounts.

The warning in June meant that the City was well prepared
tor the interim results. These were as follows:

ACT Grou - Interim results to30th Set.
♥
Revenue .
- Continuing
- Discontinued
Operating Profit
- Continuing

2 107.6m E 106.3"!

- Discontinued
Loss on disposals
P B T
EPS
EPS (adj. tor
exceptionals)
Dividend

However the interims in 93 included only 3 months of BIS.
On a Iike-tor-Iike basis organic growth in continuing activities
was around 7%.
Financial services products now represents 96% of profits
and 88% ot sales. Oi these £73m revenues, 62% are

earned outside the UK. Indeed, international sales of

nancial services grew organically by nearly 30% with

operating profits up over 35%. Trading in the UK was

☜disappointing☝ with revenues down 13% and operating

protits slumping from £4.6m to £960K. Mike Hart (ACT's

MD) told us there Were three main reasons tor this:

  

C
for 94/95 and the share price was A A

   

e a substantial increase in R&D

I spend.

0 a decline in market demand for
7 such products as Quasar; in part

due to delays in new releases.

0 volume reductions in the equities market which affected
revenues at NMW. ☝
Hart said he could not see a return to high growth rates in
the UK market and therefore recovery would depend on

getting costs down.
TheACT balance sheet has recovered well with net assets
up on the near zero position in Mar 94 to £11.3m in Sept.
Net cash of c£9m has since been boosted still lurlher by
the £8m paid tor ACT Business Systems. ACT now intends
to use this cash to buy back up to 10% of its shares. "Any
purchase will depend upon market conditions at the time

which currently would enhance EPS☝. Foster added that
purchases at 100p would detinitely☁enhance EPS; taking

into account the high dividend paid and tax saved, On 22nd
Nov. 94, ACT honoured the pledge and bought 9m (4.85%)

of its shares for £9.27m at 103p. They should have waited
- in the tollowing days they tell to 96p, and ACT could have

bought the shares tor £630,000 less.

Comment
Foster was upbeat when we spoke to him. He rightly pointed
out the high international growth, the enviable 12.5%
operating margin and the strong cash/cash generation
position. He stressed ACT's "resilience"and anticipated a
better second halt. Analysts are forecasting PBT ot £27m
excluding disposal losses. Foster rounded on us when we
questioned the BIS purchase. ☜The 8/8 and Kindle
acquisitions were the best we have ever done". But building
the new, and many would consider long overdue, ACT

Distributed Banking Architecture product line has cost £22m
this year; rising to £100m over the next few years.
Clearly ACT have their hands full coping with the existing
pontolio. Acquisitions are off the agenda tor the medium
term, hence the share buy back. We have long suggested
that a period of mainly organic growth would be in the best ~
interests of ACT and it looks as it that☂s exactly what we
will now get. That in our view will have amuch more positive
effect on the share price than the share repurchase plan. .
Indeed any ideas that the announcement would boost .
ACT's share price tailed to work.
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MDIS recovers as On-Demand crashes
Our CSI Index was unmoved this month despite a 1.2%
drop in the FFSE100. However, there were some dramatic

rises and falls. MDIS continued its recovery with a massive
27% rise this month . But the share price is still just under
half the oat price. Computer People☂s acquisition of VNG
got the thumbs up with a 16% rise this month - that means
a 113% increase since the start of 1994. Sage☂s superb
results (see p10) were rewarded with a 12% share price
rise.
On-Demand (p2) fell 38% to 66p - now below the float
price 78p. Although increased losses were announced
these were expected. MAID also fell 13% in sympathy.
Bob Morton's Vistec (p6) tumbled by 29% on their profits
warning. Morton☂sother quoted SCSI company - Spargo

- also tell 7% to 93p to under the 95p launch price .
Wakabourno fell 17% on continued weakness in the TPM
market. Cray☂s shares fell nearly 10% wiping £40m from
their capitalisation (£375m) and losing their pole position
to Some (£394m) again.

          

Month (29/10/94 - 28/11/94)
From 15111 Apr 89
From 1st Jan 90
From 1st Jan 91
From 1st Jan 92
From 1st Jan 93
From 1st Jan 94

+51 13%
+64.91%

+1 14.35%
445.22%
«4.78%

  

    

         

c. 11.1 111011
511.1- 2115. cepiuiiution new. (2111, mm (2111)

2011 01004 (2p) 2011111004 (2111) 201111114 nine. 211110104 111 11104 1111:. 20110104 111 1004

ACT 20.90 2170.10111 1 523.91 -1.03% -32.07% -21.90m -205.00m
Admiral 25.37 272.00m 4515.94 -1.09% 31.34% 20.00111 220.20111
Azlan 21.39 230.40111 004.35 0.1 1% -47.55% 21.00111 -227.50111
cepira 21.07 291 .20n1 5015.02 3.09% -29.03% 22.90m .221.00111
Cedardata 21.02 231 .20m 071.43 9.50% -2.90% 22.701n -20.90111
Centranold 21.04 241.90111 932.00 005% 45.00% -20.40111 -223.40111
Clinical Computing 20.77 212110111 020.97 1.32% -37.90% 20.20111 -27.00m
001111 20.79 220.70111 330.17 0.00% -50.30% 20.00111 -240.95111
Camper 21.09 210.00m 072.00 -1 30% ~12.00% -20.301n -23.10m
oompmedeed Financial 21.00 24.99m 1177.79 2.91% 17.70% 20.14m 20.75111
Computer People 22.30 233.20m 945.50 10.10% 112.90% 24.00m 210.20m
Grey Eladmnlcs 21.50 2075.10111 923.90 -9.71% .1 00% -240.30m 220.301n
CRT 20.04 250.40m 933.33 -5.52% 44.29% 23.40111 24.30111
DRS Dale 5 Research 20.31 211.00m 201.02 41.02% -71.02% -21.10m -220.20m
Dcs Group 20.01 25.771n 1010.07 0.93% 1.07% 20.47m 21 .57m
Division Group 21.23 243.20m 3200.00 2.40% 50.02% 21.00111 215.90m
Eiecrronic Date Processing 21.43 207.50m 4370.44 3.02% -27.79% 21 .30m -214.10m
Enterprise 20.03 22.13111 22.00 1 0.00% -01.27% 20.201n .223.571n
Gresham Tolecampullng 20.40 213.10m 430.11 -5.90% -53.90% 21.00111 -222.40111
INSTEM 21.52 20.99m 1520.00 -0.05% 12.59% »23.21 111 20.401n
.134 Holdlng: 21.20 242.00111 000.00 -0.57% 40.00% -22.90111 .210.50111
Kalamazoo 21.10 245.00m 0400.00 -0.03% 10.00% -20.40m 27.20111
Kewlii 22.53 230.70m 1000.00 0.00% 13.90% 20.00m 24.20m
Kode internaiionar 20.02 25.00m 200.37 3.33% -01.25% 20.10m -29.07m
Lo-mmnih 5 Burcnett 20.95 220.70m 791.07 -5.00% 44.40% -21.10111 -25.30m
Loglce 23.13 2103.40m 057.53 5.40% 14.05% 21 1.70111 225.50m
Lynx Holdings 20.47 21 0.00m 1175.00 4.44% 6.02% 20.90111 23.00m
MAID 20.45 230.00m 409.09 43.45% -59.09% -25.70m -252.50m
MDIS 21.20 2129.00m 404.02 27.27% 51.54% 227 .00m -2134.00m
MR Data Management 21.15 253.90m 455.35 0.00% -43.90% 20.50111 -240.00m
Munro 4 24.40 2100.30m 1774.19 4.02% ♥05.10% 23.90111 -253.70111
Micro Focus 20.00 2127.90m 4290.05 -o.70% -11.20% -21.001n -214.101n
Microgen 21.12 244.10m 470.03 -4.27% -24.02% -22.00m -214.20m
Microvnec 20.34 221.70m 020.27 4.02% 4.02% 21 .0om 20.50m
Miran 24.10 2197.70m 1009.00 -1.42% -17.23% -22.901n 21.90111
MM'r 21.90 221.40m 1100.95 9.00% 32.97% 21.90111 25.10m
011-0411151111 20.06 233.70111 040.15 -37.74% 41.59% ~220.40m -223.901n
011111111 Molecular 20.49 21 0.10m 012.50 -12.50% -39.75% -22.50111 -211.40m
PAP 20.75 259.40111 340.01 10.14% 10.75% 25.40111 223.90m
Purity 21.25 249.20111 5999.97 -7.35% 14.55% -23.00111 20.00111
Pegasus 21.53 29.57111 41 0.09 -4.39% 20.50% -20.401n 414.531"
Person. 21.41 2l7.00111 001.25 0.00% -1 1.00% 20.00111 -22.30m
Pnoneiink 22.05 203.40m 1510.10 2.17% -35.44% 21.00111 -24s.00m
P1oteue 22.43 £75.60m 2092.05 0.40% 42.20% 22.50111 -£39.80m
Quality Sonwere 23.04 233.40m 1010.53 -0.70% 510% .2030111 21.90m
nadiue 20.30 210.00m 200.07 -5.20% 29.57% 20.00111 22.30111
Real Time Control 21.50 210.90m 3103.07 0.00% 110.70% 20.00111 25.79111
Role 0 Nolan 22.00 224.20m 2090.95 0.95% 35.59% 21 .501n 27.50m
Sage Group 20.75 2141.10m 5192.01 11.57% 32.05% 214.70111 230.001n
Sanderson £0.80 130.90!☜ 1381.70 0.00% 0.00% £0.00m 22.☜)!!!
Some G1oup 24.25 2394.40m 1305.40 -2.30% 07.10% -20.301n 2112.30m
Sherwood 20.93 25.57m 775.00 700% -15.45% 20.43111 41.04111
Spamo Consulting 20.93 211.50m 970.95 -7.00% -2.11% {0.90m -20.30m
Standard Plaltorms 20.13 22.34m 57.77 -10.34% 59.30% ~20.27111 21 .o4m
Superecepe 21.97 210.50m 994.95 -0.43% 051% -20.30m 20.00111
Total 20.35 23.00m 079.25 0.00% 50.00% 20.00m 21 .201n
T1000 £0.40 £5.58"! £320.00 11.1196 5.26911 £0.56!☜ £0.20!☜
Unipelm 21.12 222.70111 1120.00 3.70% 12.00% 20.00m 22.40111
Vega Group 22.50 235.90m 2073.77 4.12% 15.53% 21.401n 24.90m
Vinueiity 22.03 253.101n 1 194.12 17.34% -39.07% 27.90111 -230.40m
visiec 20.15 217.90111 030.40 -20.27% -39.50% -27.40m -21 1.40111
Wakeboume 20.79 210.30m 403.33 47.02% L 00.00% -20.30111 23.00m        Note: CSI Index set at 1000 on 15th April 1969. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index ol 1000 based on the issue price.
The CSI Index is not weighted; a change in the share price of the largest company has the same ellectasa similar change for the smallest company.
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Sage Group plc
Nine Year PET and EPS

Relative to 1986
Record

  
TPM still earning profits for Stratagem
In the beginning there was M83, M88 begat Touchstone.
Stratagem bought Touchstone. Touchstone changed its
name to Firstpoint; which by then was an also-ran TPM.
Stratagem tried to sell Firstpoinl to Maddox but failed -
which given what then happened to Maddox (now
Wakebourne) was probably a relief.

Assuming you are still with us, Firstpoint announced this
month that PBT for the year to 30th Sept. 94 had
increasad by 7% to £1.3m on revenues of £14m. Given

the performance of other TPMs lately, that looks pretty
good.
Stratagem is diversifying into network and desktop FM

with the establishment of Stratagem Integrated Services.

  

10

Kalamazoo - "the outlook ls good"
Kalamazoo (see wrs acquisition p7) has announced a
19% increase in PBT to £3m for the six months to 30th
Sept. 94 on revenuas down 4.4% at £28.3m. EPS was up

19%. The recovery was due to a good performance in the
printed forms division, where profits of £1 .2m were a third
up on last year. But profits reduced slightly in computer
services to £2.1m (£2.2m) on revenues of £20.5m.
As a pointer to even more exciting things to come,
Chairman Peter Harrop said ☜the group is steadily moving

to achieve larger acquisitions of core businesses in the
UK and throughout the rest of Europe, while retaining a
strong balance sheet....the outlook is good provided the
UK economic recovery is sustained☝.
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Lynx Holdings plc
Revenue and PBT Record

Relative to 10.0

£25m

£10m

RevenueM $
PBT

Eton: ☜'5'☝

EJZOK

Es.☜ £4.2m 俉225K 俉4.1m

Revenue

1990 1991 1992 1993
Year ending 30th September
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Research Ma
This month Oxford-based Research Machines, or RM plc as we must now call them, has nally announced their
intention to lloat on the Stock Exchange, with dealings to commence on Christmas Eve. We really do recommend that
you re-read our review in Mar. 94☂s System House - it only because that was the exact timing we than predicted!

Initially RM was a hardware manutacturer. Vl thdrawing from this activity was the major reason torthe losses in 1992. as
Chairman Mike Fischer soon saw the light like a Roger Foster on the M40 to Birmingham RM is now an education
soltwareNARi It has overtaken Apple and Acorn to become the lead supplier to schools with its IBM-compatible software.
Its main products are RM Net LM and RM Window Box. RM sees ☜signi cantgrowth opportunities☝in multimedia, integrated

leaming systems. the use
Research Machlnes pic of such things as the

Revenue and PBT Record Internet in schools and
☜0m Relative 1°19☜ the expansion of their

m," SEE-☜mum mm "5"" 565-5☜ mm education products into
☜m☝ mMum ☜3"☝ ' . - the home environment.
uom ' ☁ After the horrendous
no,☜ . ☂ £6.6m loss in 1992, RM

' has boosted PBT by 50%
to £3.8m in the year to

'uo'" 30th Sept. 1994 on static
-|☁.d0m Mum" revenues of £65.5m.
.250... About half the revenue,
' _ and almost all the profits,
mm - PBT now come from software

-£100m and services.
4120." ☂ A valuation of around

Veer endiuy m Seplonber ☜'5☝ £30m has been
suggested Our initial
reaction is that RM is

worth a PE of ms, at issue. leaving some scope tor new investors to make some gaini But readers should take care as
no new money is being raised as RM already has nea y £7m cash in the bank. The 25% equity lloated will come lrom the
V05 - like Abingworh (15%), Citicorp (15%), 3i (6%), Kleinwort Benson and Rothschild - cashing in. The placing is
sponsored by SG Warburg. Their other SCSl oats in the last two years have been Coda and Azlan which also involved
major sales by shareholders at the float only to be lollowed soon after by aprofits waming and share price crash. We are
sure that Warburg☂s will take every careto avoid a repeat.
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Peterborough and Datasure ☜performing wel ☝
CE Heath's computer services division certainly did
"perform well" with continued healthy growth at
Peterborough Software (HR software) and recovery at
Datasure (Lloyds broker software supplier).

CE Heath Comuter Services Activities
Slxmantheto: 30-Se-93 30-Se-94     

 

     
  

      
    

CSI revenue E 21.7m 2 23.5m 8%
Peterborough E 14.3m £ 14.8m 3%

Datasure £ 7.4m £8.7m 17%
CSI PBT £ 2.1m £ 2.7m 26%
Peterborough £ 1.8m £ 1.9m 8%
Datasure £ 0.4m £ 0.8m 109%      
MD, David Laking told us that Peterborough "has
successfully achieved its half year targets in complete
contrast to its competitors. We are seeing continuous
strong growth in our PC product range with the Open
Systems market also performing weli'. Growth at
Datasure was "partly as a result of the diversification
programme undertaken in recent years and partly from

their London Insurance Market electronicplacingproduct☝.
When we asked Laking about the rumoured sale of his
company. he said ☜the halfyear statement from GEHeath
says it all - we are a part of their Care Business☝. So now

  

Ano
This month DRS has issued another warning to say that
their sales to schools have deteriorated still further and
that second half figures will be similar to the first half.
This is about a third lower than the forecast issued by
their own brokers - Beeson Gregory - just a month ago.
DRS has been one of the disaster stocks of 1994.
Launched at 110p in Apr. 94, the poor interim results and
the warning have resulted in a 72% collapse to 31 p.
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Kewill - the German nightmare reoccurs
We have a certain sympathy for Kewill. Sound company,
excellent track record. Then it does one bad acquisition -
Welgang in Germany - and the company comes crashing
to its knees. But after selling Weigang at a very substantial
loss, it bounces back to a healthy 24m PBT on revenues
of £31.8m in the last full year to 31 st Mar 94.
The excellent performance has continued in the six months
to 30th Sept. 94. Although disposals meant that revenues
were up just 3% at £16.4m, PET increased by 23% to
£2.17m and EPS was up 20%. Cash of £600K at the period
end will be enhanced by the £1.3m proceeds from the
sale of one its freehold properties.
Strong performance was recorded in the UK where
operating profits advanced by 25% with good
performances from their Micross and Trifid manufacturing
products. Operating profits increased by 60% (to £720K)
in the USA with the Micro-MAX manufacturing system.
But it was the double-whammy in Germany which spoilt
the show. HAN-Dataport reduced profits by 18% to £440K.
Kewill has sold its German manufacturing systems product
activities in an M80 for £250K. And Kewill☁s main
distributor for its CAD-CAM building services products in.
Germany - Microway - has collapsed which meant a loss
of royalty revenue of 5☁24OK in unpaid royalty revenue (fully
provided for in the accounts) in the first half.
When the problems are sorted out. Microway's demise
will be to Kewiil's advantage as they can take the support
contracts direct rather than through a third party .
Comment

"Overall, the prospects for Kewill remain positive ...the

directors are con dent that Kewill will continue to move
steadily lanyard".
So ended the Chairman's interim statement to
shareholders dated 22nd Nov. 94 which inexplicany made
no mention whatsoever of the Microway collapse. The
announcement ofthis on 22nd Nov. caused the share price
to fall by over 10%.
But the really important shareholders had been told at
the briefings on 22nd and the others could read it in the
FT on 23rd (after the share price had collapsed) so, as.
Ian Hislop would say, "that☂s alright then". ☂
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Cheque payable to Richard Holway Ltd.

Richard Holway Ltd, 18 Great Austins,

FARNHAM Surre GUS 8J0.

  

Ltd. and has been a director of several cumming services coivpanles.
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